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Higher-order topological insulators are a recently discovered class of materials that can possess
zero-dimensional localized states regardless of the dimension of the lattice. Here, we experimentally
demonstrate that the topological corner-localized modes of higher-order topological insulators can
be symmetry protected bound states in the continuum; these states do not hybridize with the
surrounding bulk states of the lattice even in the absence of a bulk bandgap. As such, this class
of structures has potential applications in confining and controlling light in systems that do not
support a complete photonic bandgap.
Topological materials have garnered significant inter-
est for their ability to support boundary-localized states
that manifest exotic phenomena, such as the backscatter-
free chiral edge states found in Quantum Hall systems
[1–14], and edge-localized states found in systems with
quantized dipole moments [15–17]. Recently, it was dis-
covered that crystalline symmetries can give rise to a new
class of materials with topological phases that can pro-
tect zero-dimensional corner-localized states in two di-
mensions, or more generally d− n dimensional states at
the boundaries of d dimensional lattices, with n ≥ 2 [18–
32]. Coined higher-order topological insulators, if these
systems are also chiral or particle-hole symmetric, their
corner-localized states appear at the center of their en-
ergy spectrum. However, the crystalline symmetries that
protect these phases do not necessitate the formation of a
bulk bandgap in the middle of the spectrum. This raises
an intriguing question, namely, do these states remain
long-lived in-band resonances, exponentially localized to
the corner when they are degenerate with the surround-
ing bulk bands, or do they instead hybridize with the bulk
states and lose their spatial localization? If the state re-
mains fully spatially localized to the corner forever, it
is a bound state in the continuum (BIC) [33–40], where
the continuum is formed by the surrounding bulk bands
whose states extend throughout the infinite lattice; oth-
erwise the state becomes a standard resonance, where
any energy initially added to the corner will eventually
radiate away into the infinite lattice with finite lifetime.
Recently, it was theoretically predicted that a higher-
order topological phase can be used to protect a corner-
localized BIC if the system satisfies additional symmetry
requirements [41].
Finding a protected zero-dimensional BIC in a ma-
terial whose topology is only dependent upon the crys-
talline symmetries of the lattice presents a significant op-
portunity in the context of two- and three-dimensional
photonic crystals [42]. Such states could be used to
realize cavities in low-index photonic crystals, where
there are no known crystal geometries which yield com-
plete bandgaps [43, 44]. However, although higher-order
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topological phases have now been demonstrated in a
wide range of different physical platforms, including mi-
crowaves [45], photonics [46–48], acoustics [49–54], elec-
tric circuits [55, 56], and atomic systems [57], all of these
previous studies have been limited to insulator-like sys-
tems, and exhibit their corner-localized states spectrally
isolated from their surrounding bulk bands.
Here, we experimentally realize a higher-order topo-
logical bound state in the continuum using a two-
dimensional waveguide array comprised of evanescently-
coupled waveguides [58, 59]. To show that our waveguide
array possesses a BIC, we perform three separate exper-
iments. First, by injecting light into the corner of the
array, we prove that the lattice exhibits a corner-bound
mode when the lattice is in its topological phase, and
that this mode disappears across the topological phase
transition. Second, by using an auxiliary waveguide to
couple into the array, which fixes the effective energy of
the initial excitation, we show that this corner-localized
mode appears at zero energy, and is degenerate with bulk
states of the lattice. For consistency with previous stud-
ies, we refer to ‘zero energy’ as the propagation constant /
energy of a single waveguide, which for chiral-symmetric
lattices is at the center of the spectrum. Finally, we show
that our bound state transforms into a resonance when
we break chiral symmetry by detuning the index of refrac-
tion of the members of one sublattice. Together, these
experiments prove that the corner-localized state of our
higher-order topological waveguide array is a symmetry-
protected BIC, and does not hybridize with the bulk
bands so long as the necessary symmetries remain intact.
Our experimental array consists of a square lattice in
which each unit cell contains four waveguides and is C4v
symmetric, as shown in Fig. 1a,b [28, 41, 60, 61]. As
each waveguide within the lattice only supports a sin-
gle bound mode for the wavelengths we consider, and
the coupling between waveguides decreases exponentially
with increasing separation, our waveguide array can be
approximated using a tight-binding model with only
nearest-neighbor couplings, such that the lattice is chiral
(sublattice) symmetric. The diffraction of light through
the structure is governed by
i∂z|ψ(z, λ)〉 = Hˆ(λ)|ψ(z, λ)〉. (1)
Here, |ψ(z, λ)〉 is the envelope of the electric field on each
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FIG. 1. Higher-order topological insulator in a waveguide array. (a),(b) Schematic of a higher-order topological insulator in
its topological (a) or trivial (b) phase. The unit cell of each phase is indicated in the dashed-black square. The distances
between adjacent waveguides within a unit cell, and between neighboring unit cells, are shown as lintra and linter, respectively.
Schematics are not to scale. (c),(d) Density of states (top panel) and associated local density of states (bottom panel) for
each band for the topological and trivial phases of the higher-order topological insulator in finite geometries, respectively. The
density of states is calculated using the tight-binding approximation. (e) Bulk band structure for the higher-order topological
insulator, which is identical for both the topological and trivial phases, calculated using full-wave numerical simulations for
λ = 850 nm, lintra = 17 µm, and linter = 13 µm. (f) White light transmission micrograph of the output facet of a waveguide
array with lintra = 13µm and linter = 11µm. An auxiliary waveguide into which light can be injected, 20 µm away from the
array, is indicated with a black arrow.
of the waveguides at propagation distance z and wave-
length λ. The coupling coefficients, tintra and tinter, in
Hˆ are determined by the spacings between neighboring
waveguides within the same unit cell, lintra, and between
adjacent unit cells, linter.
For an array which is infinite in the transverse plane,
the Bloch Hamiltonian of the lattice can be written as
h(kx, ky) =
(
0 Q
Q† 0
)
, (2)
Q =
(
tintra + tintere
ikxa tintra + tintere
ikya
tintra + tintere
−ikya tintra + tintere−ikxa
)
, (3)
in which a is the lattice constant. To assist with com-
parisons with the topological literature, we will refer to
the eigenvalues of the waveguide array, Hˆ, as energies, E,
while noting that physically these values correspond to
shifts in momentum, β = −E = kz − k0, of |ψ〉 along the
z axis. Here, k0 = ωn0/c, where n0 is the index of refrac-
tion of the borosilicate glass into which the waveguides
are fabricated and ω is the frequency of the injected light.
As all of these modes are bound modes of the waveguides,
‘zero energy’ refers to the energy at the middle of this
spectrum.
The presence of C4v symmetry permits two distinct
topological phases depending on the ratio of the relative
spacings between neighboring waveguides within and be-
tween adjacent unit cells. When the lattice is in its topo-
logical phase, with lintra/linter > 1, the bands possess
different representations of C4v (C2v) at the correspond-
ing high-symmetry points in the Brillouin Zone, M (X
and Y), than at Γ. However, when the lattice is in its
trivial phase, with lintra/linter < 1, the bands possess
the same symmetry representation at all of the high-
symmetry points. The topological phase transition oc-
curs at lintra/linter = 1, when the bulk bandgap closes
at the high-symmetry points, allowing for the exchange
of their representations of these crystalline symmetries.
In a finite lattice, these two phases can be distinguished
by their density of states, as well as the associated lo-
cal density of states of each band, shown in Fig. 1c,d.
In its topological phase, this lattice exhibits both edge-
localized states in its bulk bandgaps protected by C2
symmetry, as well as a corner-induced filling anomaly
also protected by C2 [28, 41]. In Fig. 1c, the presence
of these extra corner-localized states can be observed in
the local density of states of the central bulk band of the
lattice. Note that when lintra is interchanged with linter,
both the topological and trivial phases of the array have
the same bulk band structure consisting of four bands, as
displayed in Fig. 1e. An example of a facet of a waveguide
array is shown in Fig. 1f.
In the presence of C4v and chiral symmetries, the lat-
tice will always have gapless bulk bands at zero energy,
regardless of its topological phase. These same two sym-
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FIG. 2. Bound state in a higher-order topological insulator. (a) Schematic of a waveguide array in the topological phase
with the boundary of the ‘subsystem’ for ns = 3 indicated. (b),(c) Experimentally observed (b) and numerically simulated (c)
fractional power, as a function of the size of the subsystem, ns, and the spacing between adjacent waveguides within the same
unit cell, lintra. Spacing between adjacent waveguides in neighboring unit cells is fixed at linter = 13µm, and the wavelength
of the light is λ = 850 nm. The maximum propagation distance of the array is L = 7.6 cm. The location of the topological
transition is denoted as a magenta plane at lintra = linter = 13 µm. (d) Experimentally observed intensity at the output facet
for lintra = 17 µm. Light is injected into the left-most waveguide at the corner of the array, marked with a white arrow. (e)
Experimentally observed intensity at the output facet for lintra = 9 µm. (f)-(g) Same as (d)-(e), except for full wave numerical
simulations of the waveguide array.
metries also pin the corner-localized states to zero en-
ergy, guaranteeing that the states will always be degen-
erate with the bulk bands of the array, while simulta-
neously protecting the corner-localized modes from hy-
bridizing with the surrounding bulk states [41]. This pro-
tection comes in two parts. First, two combinations of
the four corner states have incompatible symmetry rep-
resentations with those of the surrounding bulk bands
at zero energy, and thus cannot hybridize with them.
Then, the two remaining combinations of corner local-
ized states must be both rotationally symmetric partners,
with the same energy, and chiral symmetric partners,
with opposite energies, forcing their energies to remain
pinned at zero. This prevents these two corner-localized
states from hybridizing with the degenerate bulk states to
change their energies or modal profiles, and as such any
hybridization of the corner states with the surrounding
bulk states is simply a change in basis that does not alter
their underlying spatially-localized nature. This means
that all four corner states in our lattice are topologically
guaranteed to be zero-dimensional symmetry-protected
bound states in the continuum.
In our experiment, it is not possible to completely
remove the next-nearest-neighbor couplings which exist
between the waveguides in the array, which means our
lattice is not perfectly chiral symmetric. However, the
decay length of the corner state due to this slight sym-
metry breaking (∼ 25 m) is significantly longer than the
propagation length in our experiments, L = 7.6 cm, see
Supplementary Information. As such, our experimental
array is effectively chiral symmetric.
Previous studies of systems supporting BICs have iden-
tified that BICs can also be protected by separability, i.e.
that the Hamiltonian of the system can be divided into
two independent sectors, Hˆ(r) = Hˆx(x) + Hˆy(y) [34].
However, despite the fact that Eqs. (2)-(3) are separa-
ble, separability is not what protects the higher-order
topological BICs we consider here. Analytically, one still
observes higher order topological BICs when additional
terms have been added to the lattice’s Hamiltonian which
obey C4v and chiral symmetries but break separability
[41], see Supplementary Information.
To experimentally prove that our waveguide array con-
tains a higher-order topological BIC, we first inject light
into the corner of the array, and observe whether most
of the light remains confined to this corner or diffracts
into the bulk. To assess the localization of the light at
the output facet of the array, we divide the array into
two regions, the ‘subsystem’ which represents the square
of unit cells with side length ns closest to the corner,
as indicated in Fig. 2a, while the remaining waveguides
comprise the ‘environment.’ This terminology is cho-
sen for consistency with previous studies of bound states
in the continuum, in which the subsystem (where light
is confined) and its surrounding radiative environment
are typically physically distinct regions containing dif-
ferent types of structures. We then compare the total
output power observed in the subsystem, Ps, with that
observed in the environment, Pe, using the figure of merit
(Ps − Pe)/(Ps + Pe). For this ‘fractional power,’ values
near +1 correspond to all of the output power being lo-
calized in the subsystem, while values of −1 indicate that
all of the output power has diffracted into the environ-
ment. In Figs. 2b,c, we show the fractional power as a
(a) (b)
Trivial latticeTopological lattice
FIG. 3. Observation of the BIC and surrounding continuum in
a higher-order topological insulator. (a) Experimentally ob-
served intensity at the output facet for a topological waveg-
uide array, with lintra = 13 µm and linter = 11 µm. Light
is injected into the array at λ = 900 nm using an auxiliary
waveguide placed 20 µm away from the corner of the lattice
(marked with a white arrow). The total length of the array
is L = 7.6 cm. (b) Experimentally observed intensity at the
output facet for a trivial waveguide array, with lintra = 11µm
and linter = 13 µm.
function of the topological phase of the array, lintra/linter,
as well as the the size of the subsystem, ns. Here, we can
clearly see that the light remains localized to the sub-
system, regardless of its size, until the arrays approach
the topological phase transition, at lintra/linter = 1. The
observed intensity at the output facet is shown for an ex-
ample of both the topological and trivial arrays in Figs.
2d-g. Note that the increase seen in the fractional power
for large subsystem sizes for some topologically trivial
arrays is due to spurious reflections off of some of the
waveguides at the top and bottom of the array, as well
as back-reflections off of the far side of the array. Never-
theless, it is clear from Fig. 2e that these arrays do not
possess a bound state. Thus, these results indicate that
the topological waveguide array possesses a bound state
that is connected to the topological phase of the lattice,
but does not yet prove that the bound state is degenerate
with the surrounding bulk bands.
To prove that this topological bound state is a BIC,
we use a waveguide array with an auxiliary waveguide
weakly coupled to the lattice and placed near one of the
corners. Since this waveguide is identical to all others
in the lattice, it effectively acts as a fixed zero-energy
source. All light injected into it can only excite states
near zero-energy in the array. As can be seen in Fig. 3a,
when the waveguide array is in its topological phase and
the auxiliary waveguide is placed near a corner of the lat-
tice, the dominant excited mode of the waveguide array
is the topological corner-localized mode. However, when
lintra and linter are reversed, the bulk of the lattice re-
mains completely unchanged, but the array is now in the
trivial phase. Upon excitation using an auxiliary waveg-
uide, we see that bulk states of the lattice are excited,
and there is no corner-localized mode. Since the lattice
bulk is identical in both cases, we can conclude that there
are zero-energy bulk states that are degenerate with the
corner-localized mode in the topological case. This ex-
perimentally proves that the corner-localized topological
bound states in this array are BICs.
Finally, to demonstrate that this higher-order topolog-
ical BIC is protected by chiral symmetry, we purposefully
break chiral symmetry by increasing the refractive index
on two of the four waveguides in the unit cell, as indicated
in Fig. 4a, which has the effect of decreasing the effective
on-site energy of these two lattice sites. This has several
effects on the array. First, this opens a bulk bandgap
in the center of the spectrum, in which one of the two
central bulk bands remains at ‘zero-energy’ (which is no
longer at the middle of the spectrum), while the other’s
energy decreases, as shown in Fig. 4b. Second, as the
modal profile of each corner-localized state is only sup-
ported on two of the four waveguides in the unit cell
(diagonally across from one another), this change also
breaks the four-fold degeneracy of the corner-localized
states. Instead, the pair of corner-localized states whose
modal profiles overlap with the perturbation decrease
their energy, remaining degenerate with the higher of the
two central bulk bands, while the other pair of corner-
localized states remain degenerate with the bulk band at
‘zero energy’ (which is now not the center of the spec-
trum). This can be seen in the local density of states
for each band of the array, shown in Fig. 4c. However,
now that chiral symmetry has been broken, the corner-
localized modes are allowed to hybridize with states from
their respective bulk bands, transforming from BICs into
resonances of the lattice. We can observe this transi-
tion of one of the BICs into a resonance by incremen-
tally increasing the strength of the sublattice symmetry
breaking, and coupling into the lattice using an auxiliary
waveguide, which remains at zero energy, as shown in
Figs. 4d-h. As chiral symmetry is lost, as in Figs. 4e-h,
the wavefunction within the array begins to disassociate
from the corner, and the maximum of this wavefunction
travels into the bulk of the array and along the edges,
signifying that all of the states that are being excited by
the auxiliary waveguide have significant spatial overlap
with the other modes of the lattice. In other words, the
corner-localized state has become a resonance and is no
longer a BIC. This is in clear contrast to what is seen in
Fig. 4d, where chiral symmetry is intact and the wave-
function in the lattice remains localized to the corner,
indicating the presence of a BIC.
In conclusion, we have experimentally observed a
higher-order topological bound state in the continuum
in a waveguide array. This BIC is protected by C4v and
chiral symmetries, and is topologically guaranteed to ex-
ist at zero energy in the lattice. Moreover, as these states
are able to confine light to a zero-dimensional mode in the
absence of a bulk bandgap, which is a greater reduction
in dimensionality than is found in other systems support-
ing BICs [34], they are a promising candidate for creating
cavities in low-index photonic platforms in the absence of
a complete photonic bandgap. Current designs for pho-
tonic crystals that support band gaps require refractive
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FIG. 4. Observation of a BIC turning into a resonance as chiral symmetry is broken by detuning the sublattices of the lattice.
(a) Schematic of a higher-order topological waveguide array with broken chiral symmetry. The auxiliary waveguide where
light is initially injected is 20µm away from the waveguide array. The waveguides colored in green have been fabricated using
slower writing speeds, resulting in a larger refractive index, and thus a decreased on-site energy. (b) Bulk band structure for the
higher-order topological insulator with broken chiral symmetry, calculated using full-wave numerical simulations for λ = 900 nm,
lintra = 13µm, linter = 11µm, and in which two of the waveguides have an increased refractive index, ∆n0 = 3.3 · 10−3, as
opposed to ∆n0 = 2.9 ·10−3. These parameters correspond to the experimental results shown in (f), below. (c) Density of states
(top panel) and associated local density of states for each band (bottom panel) for a tight-binding lattice with broken chiral
symmetry. Zero energy (center of the spectrum) of the chiral symmetric (unperturbed) array is marked. (d) Experimentally
observed intensity at the output facet of the symmetric waveguide array, with the same refractive index on all of the waveguides,
with lintra = 13 µm and linter = 11 µm, for an incident wavelength of λ = 900 nm. The length of the array in the z direction is
L = 7.6 cm. The auxiliary waveguide where light is injected is marked with a white arrow. (e)-(h) Similar to (d), except with
increasing the refractive index of the indicated sublattice of the array.
indices of at least n = 2.1 in 2D [44], or n = 1.9 in 3D
[43]. In particular, this means that higher order topo-
logical BICs could potentially be used to confine light
in many important low-index photonic platforms, such
as those based on two-photon lithography in photoresist
[62, 63] and colloids [64], which are typically composed
of materials with refractive indices n ∼ 1.5. We expect
that zero-dimensional bound states in the continuum of
the kind described here will lead to an expanded range of
devices in which cavity and defect modes, for enhancing
light-matter coupling, can be found.
METHODS
We fabricated our waveguide arrays with a Yb-doped
fiber laser (Menlo BlueCut) system emitting circularly
polarized sub-picosecond (260 fs) pulse trains at 1030 nm
with a repetition rate of 500 kHz. The light was focused
inside a borosilicate glass (Corning Eagle XG) sample
using an aspheric lens. The borosilicate glass sample
was mounted on high-precision x-y-z translation stages
(Aerotech). Each individual waveguide was written by
translating the glass sample once through the focus of
the laser at a speed of 10 mm/s. This process results in
waveguides which only support the fundamental mode,
which has an elliptical profile. However, by then orient-
ing the lattice to be ‘diagonal’ with respect to the sur-
face of the glass slide (i.e. the surface of the glass slide
lies along the [1 1] direction of the lattice), the coupling
constants between neighboring waveguides in both the
[1 0] and [0 1] directions are the same, up to fabrication
imperfections. By measuring two-waveguide couplers, we
determined that our waveguides can be modeled in our
full-wave numerical simulations using a Gaussian profile,
∆n(r) = ∆n0e
−r2/σ2r (4)
with ∆n0 = 2.9 ·10−3 and σr = 4µm. For a separation of
13 µm at λ = 850 nm, this yields a tight-binding coupling
coefficient of t = 1.62 cm−1. For the waveguides used in
breaking the chiral symmetry of the lattice as highlighted
in Fig. 4, the writing speed was incrementally decreased
to be [8, 6, 4, 2] mm/s in Fig. 4e-h, respectively. These
reduced writing speeds can be modeled numerically as
shifts of the refractive index of the waveguides of ∆n0 =
[3.1, 3.3, 3.5, 3.7] · 10−3.
The waveguide arrays were measured using a commer-
cial supercontinuum source (NKT SuperK COMPACT)
with a filter to select the desired wavelength (SuperK
SELECT). The beam was focused into the sample
using an aspheric lens with an NA of 0.15 (ThorLabs
C280TMD-B) and imaged onto the camera with an
achromatic doublet (ThorLabs AC064-015-B-ML). The
images were taken using a CMOS camera (ThorLabs
DCC1545M).
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR: OBSERVATION OF A HIGHER-ORDER TOPOLOGICAL
BOUND STATE IN THE CONTINUUM
I. HIGHER ORDER BOUND STATE IN THE CONTINUUM WITHOUT SEPARABILITY
One known mechanism for creating bound states in the continuum (BICs) is through separability [34], in which the
Hamiltonian of the system can be divided into two (or more) parts,
Hˆ(r) = Hˆx(x) + Hˆy(y) (S1)
that only depend on a single spatial coordinate. Then, by finding a localized bound state of each individual portion,
for example, Hx(x)ψn(x) = E
(x)
n ψn(x) and Hyφm(y) = E
(y)
m φm(y), the combined state, ψnφm, is a bound state of
Hˆ(r) with energy E
(x)
n +E
(y)
m , which may reside within the continuum Hˆ(r). Furthermore, one may suspect that this
is the origin of the BIC we report in the main text, as the tight-binding model corresponding to our waveguide arrays
is separable.
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FIG. S1. (a) Schematic depicting the tight-binding model used as an example of a non-separable higher-order topological BIC.
Dashed lines indicate couplings of tintra = 0.25, solid black lines indicate couplings of tinter = 1, and solid red lines indicate
chiral-preserving non-separable couplings, t = 0.025. Only a single set of chiral-preserving non-separable couplings are shown
for simplicity. Unit cells are indicated by shaded regions behind sets of nodes. Green unit cells are part of the ‘subsystem,’
while blue unit cells are part of the ‘environment,’ and have an added on-site loss of γ = 0.05. Only a single corner of the lattice
is shown, but all four corners are part of the subsystem for these simulations, and do not have any on-site loss. (b) Eigenvalues
for this lattice shown in the complex plane for ns = 3, i.e. the total number of unit cells in each corner which constitute the
‘subsystem’ is 3 × 3. The lattice has nl = 16 unit cells along its sides, for a total lattice size of 16 × 16. (c) The probability
densities of the four eigenstates corresponding to the BICs from (b). (d) Plot of the decay rate of the eigenvalues of the lattice
as ns is increased.
However, this is not the origin of the protection of the BICs that we observe in our waveguide arrays [41]. To
demonstrate this explicitly, in Fig. S1 we show numerical tight-binding calculations of a higher-order topological
insulator that obeys both of the necessary protecting symmetries of the BIC, C4v and chiral symmetry, but breaks
separability. This lattice is schematically shown in Fig. S1a. We then divide this finite lattice into two regions, the
‘subsystem,’ a region of ns unit cells next to each of the four corners of the lattice, and the ‘environment,’ which are
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FIG. S2. (a) Plot of the decay rates of the 30 least lossy eigenvalues of the lattice as a function of the added loss, γ, to
the waveguides in the environment. The plateau seen in the decay rate of the corner-localized mode corresponds to its true
radiative rate in an infinite lattice. Here, nl = 32 (i.e. the total lattice size is 32× 32), and ns = 4. (b) Plot of the decay rates
of the 30 least lossy eigenvalues of the full lattice as a function of the edge length of the device region, ns for γ = 0.02 and
nl = 32. In both (a) and (b), the decay rate of the corner-localized mode is reaching a nearly constant value at approximately
Im[E] = −4 · 10−4cm−1.
the remainder of the unit cells in the lattice. A small, but non-zero, amount of loss is then added to the environment
to simulate radiation loss, 0 < γ  1. As can be seen in Fig. S1b, this lattice still possesses four essentially real
eigenvalues, whose corresponding eigenstates are exponentially localized to the corners of the lattice, see Fig. S1c.
Finally, by changing the size of the device region, we can confirm that the energies of these corner-localized states
exponentially converge to be real, confirming that these are BICs, not resonances, as shown in Fig. S1d.
Thus, even though the waveguide array that we study in the main text is separable, this separability is not what
protects the BICs that we observe in our array. Even in the absence of separability, our arrays would still exhibit
BICs, so long as the two necessary protecting symmetries, C4v and chiral, were preserved.
II. EFFECT OF NEXT-NEAREST-NEIGHBOR COUPLINGS IN THE WAVEGUIDE ARRAY
As discussed in the main text, in our waveguide arrays it is impossible to completely remove next-nearest-neighbor
couplings between waveguides as the coupling strength is an exponentially decaying function of the spatial separation
between the waveguides, t(λ) = e−α(λ)l, in which α(λ) is a wavelength-dependent constant. In particular, this means
that the couplings between diagonally adjacent waveguides in our arrays will be non-vanishing, and break chiral
symmetry, placing a practical limit on the decay length of the corner modes. However, in practice, the coupling
coefficients corresponding to this process are small relative to the dominant energy scale in the array, i.e. the larger
of tintra or tinter depending on whether the lattice is in the topological phase. For example, for the topological lattice
shown in Fig. 2d,f of the main text, tdiag/tinter ∼ 0.08, where tdiag is the next-neighbor coupling strength between
waveguides across the diagonal in the unit cell.
Moreover, we can calculate the effect of this coupling constant on the now-finite decay length of the corner-localized
mode using a tight-binding model with a small amount of non-Hermitian loss added to an ‘environment’ region.
Mathematically, this corresponds to
Hˆtot = Hˆ −
∑
j∈env. wgs.
iγ|j〉〈j|, (S2)
in which Hˆ is given by Eq. 1 of the main text, and in which the sum runs over those waveguides in the environment.
As can be seen in Fig. S2a, the decay length of the corner-localized mode quickly saturates as a function of the added
loss to the environment, and this plateau corresponds to the radiative loss of the corner-localized resonance in an
infinite lattice without added loss by the Limiting Absorption Principle [65–68]. Moreover, we can confirm this decay
length of the corner-localized mode by fixing the added environmental loss and varying the size of the device region,
shown in Fig. S2b. In both cases, the decay length converges to approximately Im[E] = −4 · 10−4cm−1 As stated in
the Main Text, for the topological lattice shown in Fig. 2d,f, the decay length is Ldecay ∼ 25 m, which is significantly
longer than the waveguide arrays in our experiment (L = 7.6 cm). As such, for the purposes of our experiment, our
waveguide array is effectively chiral symmetric.
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